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a b s t r a c t

The ultimate goal of hair cell regeneration is to restore functional hearing. Because birds begin perceiving
and producing song early in life, they provide a propitious model for studying not only whether
regeneration of lost hair cells can return auditory sensitivity but also whether this regenerated periphery
can restore complex auditory perception and production. They are the only animal where hair cell
regeneration occurs naturally after hair cell loss and where the ability to correctly perceive and produce
complex acoustic signals is critical to procreation and survival. The purpose of this review article is to
survey the most recent literature on behavioral measures of auditory functional return in adult birds
after hair cell regeneration. The first portion of the review summarizes the effect of ototoxic drug induced
hair cell loss and regeneration on hearing loss and recovery for pure tones. The second portion reviews
studies of complex, species-specific vocalization discrimination and recognition after hair cell regener-
ation. Finally, we discuss the relevance of temporary hearing loss and recovery through hair cell
regeneration on complex call and song production. Hearing sensitivity is restored, except for the highest
frequencies, after hair cell regeneration in birds, but there are enduring changes to complex auditory
perception. These changes do not appear to provide any obstacle to future auditory or vocal learning.

This article is part of a Special Issue entitled “Inner Ear Development and Regeneration”.
� 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Understanding how molecular and genetic cues regulate and
control hair cell regeneration is critical if we are to discover away to
regenerate hair cells in humans. Ultimately, though, the goal is to
restore functional hearing. Birds offer a unique model for achieving
this goal. They are the only animal model where it is possible to
restore hearing through hair cell regeneration and then examine
the effect of these newly created hair cells on the recovery of
complex auditory perception that supports vocal learning and
production. Several studies have shown that both young and adult
birds experience hair cell loss in response to acoustic trauma or
ototoxic insult. This loss is subsequently followed by restoration of
hair cell numbers through a mitotic or conversion response and
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culminates in physiological and even behavioral recovery of audi-
tory sensitivity within a matter of weeks (Corwin and Cotanche,
1988; Ryals and Rubel, 1988; Tucci and Rubel, 1990; Girod et al.,
1991; Hashino et al., 1991; Lippe et al., 1991; Saunders et al.,
1992,1996; Ryals et al., 1999). Recent reviews of the recovery of
auditory function following hair cell regeneration in birds have
focused primarily on electrophysiological measures of the auditory
system (compound action potential (CAP), auditory brainstem
response (ABR), etc.) or changes in hair cell responses using otoa-
coustic emissions (e.g. Smolders, 1999; Saunders and Salvi, 2008).
While these physiological measures are highly correlated with the
return of hearing, behavioral measures of hearing most directly
address the actual recovery of auditory perception. Dooling et al.
(2008) reviewed both physiological and behavioral studies of the
return of hearing after hair cell regeneration. The current review
summarizes some of these same behavioral studies (Dooling et al.,
2008) with a clear focus on the relation between auditory function
and vocal production as the “gold standard” for understanding the
true behavioral consequences of recovery following hair cell
regeneration.

The two primary methods by which hair cells have been
damaged in order to induce the regenerative response in birds are
acoustic overstimulation and ototoxic injury. Both of these
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conditions result in loss of hair cells; in the case of acoustic over-
stimulation other inner ear structures such as supporting cells,
tegmentum vasculosum and neural synapses are also damaged or
destroyed. Because acoustic overstimulation does not selectively
damage hair cells, and because it has been difficult to damage
a continuous sheath of hair cells along the epithelium without
causing damage to other inner ear structures using noise exposure,
studies of functional hearing return after acoustic trauma have not
been particularly informative about the ability of regenerated hair
cells to restore functional hearing. In fact, Saunders and Salvi in
a recent review (2008) conclude that hair cell regeneration likely
plays a relatively minor role in the recovery of physiological func-
tion following acoustic trauma in birds. On the other hand, studies
using ototoxic injury are much more structurally specific to hair
cells and can damage an extensive and continuous sheath of hair
cells along the basilar papilla. Thus the current reviewwill focus on
behavioral studies of the recovery of auditory sensitivity and
complex perception after ototoxic injury.

Finally, several studies have taken advantage of the avian model
to study the relationship between the return of auditory function
and changes in vocal learning or production. The interplay between
auditory learning and vocal production has great relevance to the
ultimate goal of restoration of complex communication through
a regenerative therapy and so these studies will also be a focus of
the review. In addition, wewill explore the potential role of genetic
hearing loss on the ability for regenerated hair cells to provide
recovery of functional hearing by reviewing auditory sensitivity
and perception in the Belgian Waterslager canary (BWS). The
Belgian Waterslager canary has a genetic hearing loss but also
retains the ability to regenerate hair cells. This unique model may
provide insight into the potential influences or limitations that
underlying genetic pathology has on the ability to restore auditory
function through regeneration.

2. Changes in auditory sensitivity

In order for hair cells to be functional they must form and
express the appropriate ionic channels and currents. Levic et al.
(2007) showed that individual regenerated hair cells harvested
after ototoxic injury in adult chickens recapitulated the ionic
currents shown in developing hair cells. Other less direct measures
of regenerated hair cell viability, such as the cochlear microphonic
and distortion product otoacoustic emissions, have also shown
some return of function following regeneration (see Saunders and
Salvi, 2008 for review). The cochlear microphonic shows substan-
tial but incomplete recovery 11e14 weeks after ototoxic injury and
hair cell regeneration (Chen et al., 2001; Sun et al., 2002),
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Fig. 1. Behavioral pure tone threshold data are shown for A) budgerigars (Dooling et al., 2
confirming recovery of transduction currents in regenerated hair
cells. Distortion product otoacoustic emission (DPOAE) thresholds,
inputeoutput responses and amplitudes show partial to full
recovery with the most consistent lingering decline at the highest
frequencies (Chen et al., 2001; Norton and Rubel, 1990; Durham
et al., 2000). Because avian hair cells apparently lack the somatic
motility of mammalian outer hair cells (He et al., 2003), it has been
suggested that these measures of cochlear non-linearity are
a function of stereocilia bundle resonance (Koppl, 2011). Hair cell
bundle irregularities have been reported in regenerated hair cells
(Duckert and Rubel, 1993) and Saunders and Salvi (2008) suggest
that these continuing abnormalities may be responsible for the lack
of full DPOAE recovery, especially at the highest frequencies. ABR
and CAP measures of auditory function suggest that threshold
sensitivity returns to normal levels within 30e70 days after
cessation of ototoxic drug administration for all but the highest
frequencies (see for Smolders, 1999; Saunders and Salvi, 2008 for
review). Thus physiological evidence predicts that behavioral
threshold sensitivity should return to normal levels for all but the
highest frequencies after ototoxic injury.

We know that hair cells are restored in birds through supporting
cell mitotic division and differentiation as well as a through direct
conversion or transdifferentiation (Shang et al., 2010). Electro-
physiological studies have yet to work out away to differentiate the
functional contribution of hair cells restored through either of these
mechanisms separately. However, ABR thresholds showed recovery
of sensitivity in some but not all birds in a recent study where cell
division was blocked in vivo (Lin et al., 2008). Further, mammalian
hair cell restoration initiated through transdifferentiation resulted
in some recovery of auditory brainstem evoked potential sensitivity
(Izumikawa et al., 2005).

While physiological measurements might be able to help tease
out the contribution of particular anatomical elements to changes
in sensitivity, behavioral responses reveal the perceptual conse-
quences of those changes. Fig. 1 shows behavioral audiograms
measured after ototoxic drug administration in budgerigars (A),
European starlings (B) and canaries (C). The findings are similar in
all three species; hearing loss is greatest at the highest frequencies
initially after antibiotic injection and recovery is most complete for
the lowest frequencies. Recovery appears to plateau by 8 weeks
post-injection. This functional loss and recovery follows
a frequency pattern predicted by the hair cell loss which initially
occurs at the base (highest frequencies on the place frequencymap)
and proceeds to more apical (lower frequency) regions of the
basilar papilla (BP). Interestingly, hair cell numbers recover to
within 1 standard deviation of normal within 2e3 months after
antibiotic injections but behavioral thresholds continue to show
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some degree of threshold shift. This permanent threshold shift is
greatest at the highest frequencies, however all frequencies tested
show some residual threshold elevation.

One early study of behavioral changes in pure tone sensitivity
reported an anomalous pattern of maximal threshold shift for low
frequencies in budgerigars (Hashino and Sokabe,1989), however this
pattern has not been seen in more recent behavioral studies in this
species (Dooling et al., 1997, 2006, 2008), in European starlings
(Marean et al., 1993), or in canaries (Dooling et al., 1998). While
hearing recovery after ototoxicity and hair cell regeneration gener-
ally seems to follow the pattern predicted by hair cell loss, there
were some slight differences in the amount of threshold shift as
a function of frequency and species. Audiometric threshold results
reported for budgerigars (Fig. 1) show that frequencies were differ-
entially affected by injection of the ototoxic antibiotic kanamycin
such that initial threshold shifts were greater at high frequencies
(50e60 dB above 2 kHz) than at low frequencies (10e30 dB below
2 kHz). All frequencies tested showed some threshold shift two
weeks following initial injections but thresholds gradually recovered
to within 5e10 dB of normal below 2000 Hz and within 20e30 dB of
normal above 2000 Hz (Dooling et al., 2006). The pattern of
threshold shift and recovery was similar in canaries, but interest-
ingly thresholds at 1000 Hz and 2000 Hz were only slightly elevated
(<10 dB) two weeks after injections and these lower frequency
thresholds showed relatively little recovery over the next 12 weeks.
European starlings (Marean et al., 1993) showed a similarly negli-
gible change in threshold for frequencies below 3000 Hz two
weeks after injections. In all three species, however, thresholds
above 2e3 kHz were initially elevated by 40e70 dB but recovered to
an asymptotic permanent threshold shift of less than 30 dB over the
next 8e10 weeks. While the mechanism underlying this permanent
threshold shift at the highest frequencies is unclear, we know that
even at 2e3months after ototoxic dose, some hair cell abnormalities
remain in the basal portion of the papilla. These lingering abnor-
malities include multiple and/or abnormal stereocilia bundles and
abnormal stereocilia bundle orientation, some immature hair cells,
and an irregular pattern of hair cells (e.g. Cotanche, 1999). Finally,
factors beyond the hair cell could affect neural function and/or
basilar membrane mechanics that may contribute to the permanent
high frequency threshold shift.

In summary, results from physiological and behavioral measures
of auditory sensitivity in several species of birds suggest that when
a broad sheath of hair cells are lost through ototoxic damage and
then replaced through either mitotic or transdifferentiation
mechanisms, hearing thresholds are initially elevated and then
recover to smaller asymptotic level of threshold shift within 8e10
weeks. Hair cell loss proceeds from base to apex following
ototoxic drug administration. Threshold shifts follow a similar
patter with highest frequencies, corresponding to the basal region
of the basilar papilla, showing small permanent threshold shifts,
while thresholds return to normal or nearly normal for lower
frequencies corresponding to more apical regions of the BP. While
some species differences in overall sensitivity to ototoxicity
exists, this general pattern of frequency distribution of hearing
loss and recovery is similar across species.

3. Belgian Waterslager canary e changes in threshold
sensitivity in an avian model of hereditary deafness

Canaries (Serinus canaria) have been selectively bred for specific
song traits and plumage/body shape for well over a hundred years,
and as a result there are many different strains of these domesti-
cated songbirds (Stresemann, 1923; Guttinger, 1985). One strain,
the Belgian Waterslager (BWS) canary, has become particularly
noted for its loud, low-pitched song (Marler and Waser, 1977;
Waser and Marler, 1977; Guttinger, 1985) and very poor hearing at
high frequencies (Okanoya and Dooling, 1985, 1987; see also Gleich
et al., 1994, 1995). Thresholds at frequencies above 2 kHz are
generally 20e40 dB higher than thresholds from other canary
strains and birds (see review in Dooling et al., 2001). These elevated
thresholds have been found behaviorally even in young (4e8
months old) BWS canaries (Okanoya and Dooling, 1987; Okanoya
et al., 1990) and in auditory brainstem (ABR) recordings in 14 day
old BWS canaries (Brittan-Powell et al., 2010). Although mamma-
lian species with a hearing deficiency include numerous strains of
mice with a variety of inner ear mutations (Battey, 2001), this is the
first known hearing deficiency in a strain of bird where recovery
from hearing loss through hair cell regeneration is at least possible.
BWS canaries, like other birds (Cruz et al., 1987; Corwin and
Cotanche, 1988; Ryals and Rubel, 1988), have the capacity to
regenerate hair cells. Unlike other birds, they regenerate hair cells
in the absence of external insult or trauma. Dooling et al. (1998)
tested whether stimulating the hair cell regenerative response
above the level of on-going cell death and regeneration in BWS
might result in better hearing sensitivity than normal for these
birds. They predicted that the synchronization of the loss of many
hair cells in one area after ototoxic insult in adulthood might
overwhelm ongoing cell death throughout the papilla in adult BW
canaries and result in a sheath of synchronously regenerated hair
cells and functional recovery to better than normal levels. Fig. 2
shows the results of behavioral threshold sensitivity changes as
a function of frequency and time after kanamycin injection
(100mg/kg first day followed by 200mg/kg nine additional days) in
BWs and non-BWS canaries.

Before injections, behavioral thresholds at 4.0 kHz were signif-
icantly higher for BWS canaries (18 dB SPL) than non-BWS canaries
(58 dB SPL). Following treatment with kanamycin, thresholds
began to increase in both canary strains by injection day 4 until
they peaked at week 1 following the cessation of injections. The
amount of threshold shift observed at 4.0 kHz was not the same for
the two canary strains; BWS canary thresholds, already elevated,
increased by 11.4 dB while non-BWS canary thresholds increased
by 50.5 dB, a shift similar to that seen in other birds (Fig.1). For both
strains, threshold recovery at 4 kHz began immediately following
cessation of injections, until it reached asymptote at about week 6
for the non-BWS canaries and week 11 for the BWS canaries. The
amount of recovery was much greater for the non-BWS canaries
than the BWS canaries (40 dB improvement versus 15 dB
improvement), but the non-BWS canaries had a permanent
threshold shift (PTS) of about 15 dBwhile the BWS canaries showed
threshold recovery that was almost 10 dB better than thresholds
prior to injections with kanamycin. Although threshold shifts for
the BWS canaries were smaller at 1, 2, and 2.86 kHz than at 4 kHz,
and recovery occurred at a similar rate, the improvement following
recovery was not significant at the lower frequencies. That is, the
enhanced detection thresholds only occurred at 4 kHz. Dooling
et al. (1998) had hypothesized that changes in hair cell number
or morphology might correlate with these improved thresholds,
however there were no morphological correlates in BWS to suggest
that hair cells had returned in greater numbers than normal or that
their surface morphology was more normal. The absence of
superficial morphological changes of course does not address
changes that might be present within the cells themselves or at the
neural level. We do not know the number of functional cells within
the BWS BP prior to kanamycin injection and cannot determine that
number after kanamycin simply on the basis of absolute number
and surface morphology. It may well be that kanamycin injections
induced new hair cell production and those new hair cells
remained more functional, despite the continuing presence of cells
with abnormalities. Because BWS have fairly normal hair cell
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numbers and morphology at hatch it seems possible that the
genetic basis of the hair cell abnormality is one of maintenance
rather than production (Brittan-Powell et al., 2010). Our results
suggest that hair cell loss and recovery in adulthood results in
improved auditory sensitivity despite the presence of an inherited
inner ear abnormality. This improvement may be mediated by
a renewed proliferation of hair cells which are capable of main-
taining better functionality even in the face of the original genetic
disorder. These results suggest that at least in the case of the BWS
canary, genetic hearing loss does not preclude the possibility of
improved hearing through stimulation of regenerative or trans-
formational mechanisms.

4. Changes in spectral, intensity, and temporal resolution

Behavioral studies of auditory resolution have been made in
both budgerigars and European starlings during and after hair cell
regeneration (Hashino and Sokabe, 1989; Marean et al., 1998;
Dooling et al., 2006). Critical ratios have been shown to increase
immediately following KM treatment in budgerigars (Hashino and
Sokabe,1989), and auditory filter widths were significantly wider at
5 kHz in starlings following kanamycin ototoxicity induced hair cell
loss and regeneration (Marean et al., 1998). In spite of mild
permanently elevated absolute thresholds following kanamycin
ototoxicity and hair cell regeneration, frequency difference limens
tested at suprathreshold levels were only slightly elevated at 1000
and 2860 kHz in budgerigars.

Marean et al. (1998) used temporal modulation transfer func-
tions (TMTFs) to estimate temporal resolution following kanamycin
ototoxicity and hair cell regeneration. In general they found little
effect of kanamycin on temporal modulation. While some decre-
ment in temporal resolution was noted for the highest frequencies,
that may have been a function of poor signal audibility during
temporary threshold shifts. Dooling et al. (2006) tested difference
limens for intensity in budgerigars at suprathreshold levels and
found no significant difference 4e6 weeks post-injection. In
summary, behavioral studies of auditory resolution for simple
auditory stimuli suggest that frequency and temporal resolution
may not fully recover after hair cell regeneration, especially at the
highest frequencies, but that intensity resolution returns to normal
within 1e2 months of hair cell regeneration.
5. Changes in perception of complex auditory stimuli

5.1. Closed set identification: discrimination of complex vocal calls

While measures of absolute auditory sensitivity and frequency
and intensity resolution give an initial indication of the influence
of regenerated hair cells on the return of functional hearing,
investigations of the perception of more complex sounds such as
vocalizations are critical for our understanding of the ecological
influence of hair cell regeneration. Birds provide an especially
useful model for understanding these more salient auditory
properties as they have extremely complex, learned vocal reper-
toires for acoustic communication, critical to their procreation and
survival.

Dooling et al. (2006) studied changes in auditory discrimination
and recognition of complex vocal calls in budgerigars after kana-
mycin induced hair cell regeneration. Budgerigars have an advan-
tage over some other songbirds in that they learn new vocalizations
throughout life (Dooling,1986; Dooling et al., 1987; Farabaugh et al.,
1994; Hile et al., 2000), and require auditory feedback in order to
maintain the full range of adult vocal repertoire (Dooling et al.,
1987; Heaton et al., 1999). Moreover, budgerigars increase their
vocal intensity when auditory feedback is reduced because of
background noise, suggesting that theymonitor vocal output in real
time (Manabe et al., 1998).

Adult budgerigars were behaviorally tested on their ability to
discriminate between pairs of species-specific contact calls and
their synthetic analogs before and after kanamycin treatment (see
Fig. 3). Discriminations between different contact calls were rela-
tively easy while discrimination between a natural call and its
synthetic analog was difficult. Further analysis of the bird’s
response latency to calls showed continued distortion in perceptual
space one month after kanamycin injections had ceased (Dooling
et al., 2006). Discrimination of these synthetic complex call
analogs took 4e5months to return to normal levels, long after pure
tone thresholds had recovered and hair cell regeneration was
complete. This suggests that processes beyond peripheral sensi-
tivity may be important for functional return of complex percep-
tion. In order to address this issue further, experiments are
described in the next section on using an “open set” or recognition
task of previously learned contact calls.



Fig. 3. (A) Cartoon describing operant conditioning paradigm used for behavioral training during discrimination task. (B) Sonograms of contact calls from five different birds and
their synthetic analogs plotted as frequency by time (taken from Dooling and Okanoya, 1995). (C) The average percent correct for 3 budgerigars discriminating among the five
natural contact calls and their synthetic analogs before treatment with kanamycin and at 4, 12, 14, and 23 weeks after injections. (revised from Dooling et al., 2008).
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5.2. Open set identification: recognition of contact calls

The previous experiments focused on the birds’ ability to
discriminate between two presented complex vocalizations. This is
a much simpler task than recognizing and identifying a particular
complex signal in isolation. In this second set of experiments,
Dooling et al. (2006) tested whether budgerigars recognized
contact calls with which they had previously been familiarized. One
might consider this as analogous to recognizing a previously
learned word or element of speech. This task is inherently more
difficult than the discrimination task because the birds had to
remember from trial to trial which call was a previously familiar
call (“go” call) and which call was a new, unfamiliar, call (“no go”
call).

Six birds were trained to recognize two natural contact calls on
a “go/no go” task (see Dooling et al., 2006 for details) prior to
kanamycin injections. Fig. 4A shows a cartoon of the experimental
protocol. Fig. 4B shows the average percent correct before, during
and after ten days of kanamycin injections. Prior to injections, birds
were able to correctly recognize the “go” call well above an eighty-
five percent criterion level. However, by nine days post-injection
performance had fallen to chance (�50%) and remained at chance
when tested in single 100-trial test sessions 24 and 38 days later. At
approximately one month post-injection, birds were retrained and
tested on the same task in 100-trial daily sessions. Birds returned to
pre-injection performance four days after retraining began.

In order to determine whether birds’ response reduction to
chance might be due to changes in overall health after kanamycin
injections response latencies for the “go/no go” stimuli were
examined (Fig. 4C). Response latencies for the “go” stimuli remained
below 1 s and were relatively unchanged throughout the experi-
ment, suggesting that birds’ overall health did not change during
testing. Response latencies for the “no go” calls were much longer
(5 s) indicating a clear difference between responsivity for the two
stimuli prior to kanamycin injections. One week after kanamycin
injections, response latencies for both the “go” and “no go” stimuli
were similar (about 1 s) indicating that the stimuli were heard but
that birds did not recognize one call as distinct from the other
(responding at chance levels).

Four weeks post-injection, birds required an average of over
four 100-trial sessions to reach criterion again. These results
suggest that one month after kanamycin injections, when mature
regenerated hair cells are present and have made synaptic contact
(Duckert and Rubel, 1990), birds are unable to recognize previously
learned calls and instead treat them as new calls they are hearing
for the first time. Control experiments to confirm these results are
summarized in panel D of Fig. 4. Four birds not injected with
kanamycin were trained to recognize the “go” calls and then given
either a 2-week or a 4-week pause in testing. Following the pause,
these birds quickly reached criterion within one to two sessions.
The kanamycin treated birds, on the other hand, given the same
4-week pause, took over four sessions to reach criterion. Interest-
ingly, birds given no pause but completely new calls required the
same number of sessions as the kanamycin treated birds. This
suggests that these birds heard the original calls as completely new
calls following hair cell regeneration. Four weeks into recovery,
these birds were able to relearn the classification of previously
familiar contact calls but they did so with a time course that
suggests that these previously familiar calls now sound unfamiliar.
In other words, although the ability to detect, discriminate, and
classify complex acoustic sounds approaches pretreatment levels 4
weeks into recovery, the perceptual world of vocalizations is not
the same as before hair cells were lost. These findings have rele-
vance for hearing restoration efforts in humans since they suggest
an enduring change in an organism’s auditory world of vocaliza-
tions despite a newly regenerated auditory periphery and relatively
normal hearing sensitivity (Dooling et al., 2006).

6. Changes in vocal production

While the recovery of auditory sensitivity and perception is
a prime objective after hair cell regeneration, the concomitant
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effects of hearing loss on speech production cannot be overlooked.
Prelingual deafness in humans has a profound effect on the
development of speech production and evenwhen auditory input is
provided early the consequences on vocal precision remain
significant. Similar consequences on vocal production are seen in
birds, again making them a unique model for studies on hearing
loss and recovery on both the perception and production of
complex vocal signals.

In a series of experiments, Dooling et al. (1997) and Manabe
et al. (1998) developed a procedure using operant conditioning
with food reward to train budgerigars to reliably and consistently
produce species-specific contact calls with a high degree of preci-
sion. They then tested birds before, during and after kanamycin
injections. In these experiments contact call precision was deter-
mined through digital comparison with a stored template. Contact
calls that matched the stored template resulted in food reinforce-
ment, while calls that did not match the template were not
rewarded.

Fig. 5 shows the precision with which contact calls were repro-
duced before, during and after an 8-day course of kanamycin. While
there was a good deal of variability across these three birds, all
showed some loss in vocal precision during kanamycin treatment.
All three birds recovered to pre-treatment levels within 10e15 days
following the injections and long before pure tone sensitivity had
fully returned.

Woolley and Rubel (2002) also examined vocal production,
memory and vocal learning in adult Bengalese finches following
hair cell loss and regeneration. They used a combination of noise
and ototoxicity (amikacin) to produce substantial hair cell loss and
song degradation (see Woolley et al., 2001). While their results
were somewhat less straightforward than the results from
budgerigars, they generally supported the finding that syllabic
structural precision can be degraded by hearing loss and that song
patterns can be relearned after hair cell regeneration. Fig. 5 shows
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degradation and then recovery in syllable order of songs in Ben-
galese finches from Woolley and Rubel (2002). Finches, unlike
budgerigars, have been shown to have a stable, unchanging song
pattern throughout life. Woolley and Rubel (2002) used this same
hair cell loss and regeneration model to also look at whether adult
finches could learn new song patterns. In other words they asked
whether the presence of a newly regenerated auditory periphery
would provide an opportunity for plasticity in song learning. They
found that, at least for some birds, new song patterns could be
learned after regeneration and auditory experience with vocalizing
cage mates (tutors). Taken together, results from budgerigars and
finches suggest that the neural circuitry necessary for complex
vocal pattern production is retained after a period of hearing loss
and regeneration, and there is sufficient plasticity in the system to
learn new song through auditory experience.

7. Conclusions

Results from both physiological and behavioral studies show
that auditory sensitivity recovers after hair cell regeneration. The
degree to which thresholds recover is frequency dependent; lower
frequencies recover to pre-regeneration levels while higher
frequency hearing recovers less completely. The ultimate goal for
hair cell regeneration as a therapeutic approach to the treatment of
hearing loss is to not only recover sensitivity, but also to provide
clear resolution of the signal so that complex acoustic signals, like
speech, can be understood and subsequent precise vocal produc-
tion can be learned or retained. Behavioral studies of auditory
resolution for simple stimuli suggest that intensity discrimination
remains unchanged after hair cell regeneration, while frequency
and temporal resolution remain compromised. Perhaps more
importantly, behavioral studies of the perception of acoustically
complex natural vocalizations suggests that the world indeed
sounds different after hair cell regeneration. Budgerigars trained to
recognize species specific contact calls respond to these same
contact calls after regeneration as though they were “new” calls
being heard for the first time. Significantly, birds were able to be re-
trained to recognize contact calls after hair cell regeneration sug-
gesting that neural pathways necessary for auditory learning
remain intact after hair cell regeneration. So even though auditory
memory for the previous signals is impaired, re-learning through
the regenerated auditory channel is not.

Vocal precision and vocal learning in both budgerigars and
finches are impacted by hair cell and hearing loss. Budgerigars
trained to produce specific contact calls under operant control
show a transient degradation of vocalization during hair cell loss
and regeneration but recover vocal precision well before hearing
thresholds have fully recovered. Similarly, Bengalese finches are
able to reproduce complex syllabic structure in song after hair cell
loss and regeneration. Both of these studies suggest that a number
of neurological processes such as long-term memory, etc. play an
important role in guiding vocal production in birds, as it does in
humans. Finally, studies from Bengalese finches, a bird noted for
new song learning only during early development (a critical period
for vocal learning) show that hair cell regeneration may provide
a window of opportunity for new vocal learning. Mechanisms for
such plasticity include the possibility that regeneration of sensory
cells in the periphery might promote plasticity in other neural
circuits, making them more labile and available once more for
learning through an auditory/vocal feedback channel.

We now know that while hair cell regeneration may restore
hearing sensitivity, there are subtle, enduring changes to complex
auditory perception. These changes do not appear to provide any
obstacle to future auditory or vocal learning. Further, there is
evidence that at least some types of hereditary deafness may not
preclude benefit from hair cell regeneration. Of course there
continue to be many unanswered questions about functional
recovery after hair cell regeneration. For example, all of the behav-
ioral studies described in this review have involved hair cell regen-
eration following transient hearing loss after an acute ototoxic injury
in young or adult birds. Research thus far has done little to increase
our understanding of the effects of hair cell regeneration on the
restoration of hearing in the face of long-term hair cell damage and
hearing loss. Experiments addressing the influence of the onset
(young birds prior to song learning) or duration of hearing loss could
provide important information leading to advances in treating
hearing loss in humans, determining when it is most beneficial to
install cochlear implants, and ultimately restoring hearing in
humans through regenerated hair cells.
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